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·MINUTES OF MEETING OF MTA SURVEY COMMITTEE 
HELD MARCH 20 9 1951 

Present~ UCRL~ Alvarez~ Brobeck9 Cooksey~ Latimer 9 .Lawrence~ Longacre 9 

McMillan~ Norton, Panofsky~ Reynolds.~~ .~hornton.~~ Van Atta 

CRDCg Cope.~~ Davis.~~ Hansen9 Hildebrand 9 Kent 9 • Powell 

AEC~ Ball.~~ Campbell.~~ Fridler9 Pitzer9 ·Jones 

Brobeck started the meeting with a request that the cost structure of the 
Mark II program be discussed.~~ since the costs seem to be increasing: 

Van Atta said that perhaps the main reason the costs were increasing is 
that present cost estimates include the construction and operating costs 
for processing plants which were not envisaged in the original Mark II 
feasibility report.~~ it having been originally assumed that the chemical 
processing would be done at one of the existing sites~ In addition to this 
thorium is now being considered for use in the prima~ target in place of 
uranium and there is. the accompanying requirement of chemical processing 
of thorium. The thorium has replaced uranium in the primar,r target.~~ pri
marily because of the anticipated difficulties with uranium under combined 
thermal cycling and radiation~ The substitution of thorium for uranium is 
considered wise in view of the fact that the neutron yield from a thorium
primary9 uranium-secondary target arrangement will probably be essentially 
the same as the· yield obtainable from C!- uranium-primary, uranium.-_secondary 
target arrangement of practical design.. Another additional item to be 
considered is the by-product production of u233 in the primar,y and Pu239 
in the se10ondary target to· the extent of 0.04 and OD'l6 moles per day 
respectively.. The estimated complete cost of processing plants for both 
of these sub-sproducts is considerably greater than the estimated ccs t for 
the tritium extraction plant contained. in the original Mark II proposal .. 
These two sub;...products constitute about 20% of the production in the 
lattiee or tertiar,y targeL Original est mates of the metal content of 
the secondary target were approximately 10 tons of uranium. Present indi
cations9 however9 are that a more massive secondary target will be required 
for optimum performance and it may run as high as 40 tons of uranium~ It is 
too early to state a firm figure for the size of the secondary target because 
we are not yet clear on how the thickness of the secondary target will 
optimize as the energy of the beam is increased~ It is not clear whether 
the processes which occur are dominantly single nuclear events in which a 
given neutron is completely eliminated or whether the neutrons will produce 
multiple nuclear events as the energy of the beam is increased. One thing 
which will help to give us a clearer picture·of this phenomenon is a curve 
of the yi~ld of neutrons per deuteron as a function of the thickness of the 
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secondary target~ See Figure 1 belo111~ 
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'I'he curve will give an indication of the attenuation ot the stripped neutrons 
in the secondary target~ If one therefore estimci:tes th'e magnitude of the 
asymptote of the neutron yeild curve ani plots the diff~rence between the 
observed curve and the asymptote9 one obtains for the 90-Mev stripped neutrons 
from 190-Mev deuterons a diminishing functior which is essenti-
ally exponential and for which approximately two inches is reqUired ~o 
reduce the magnitude by a factor of eo The next step will be to plot a 
similar curV-e for protons at 350 Mev. This will give a component of high 
energy charge, exchange neutrons. The increase in neutron yield beyond the 
range of the.protons will be characteristic of the behavior of the 350 Mev 
neutrons from the charge exchange reaction, and this behavior can 'be com
pared with that of the 90-Mev neutrons from the stripped deuterons~ Such a 
determination of the attenuation of" the st:r-ipped neutrons Will assist in the 
design of the seconda~ target. 

Panofsky asked how- frequently one would need to process the seconda~ target. 
VanAtta said it'.is presumed that· processing willbereq11ired only when the 
plutonium concentration'reaches an acceptable value whichds assumed to be 
about 400 GT.. On- this basis the seeonda~ target 'shoul<i last for approxi
mately one year~· 

Pitzer requested a discussion of the advantages of shipping the target 
materials elsewhere for processing.. Van Atta said that the fission product 
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distribution will be quite different than for Hanford material so that 
processing problems may arise which may require at least the first stages 
of the chemical processing to be conducted at the Mark II site before the 
material can be sent to Hanford., Pitzer said he was doubtful that the 
fission product distribution wouid introduce processing problems at Hanford 
unless one is dealing here with totally new fission products~ He felt that 
in any event our irradiated mater:ia 1 could be diluted with normal Hanford 
material arid handled by their existing processes~ Latimer also .indicated 
an opinion that our material would not introduce processing complications at 
Hanford. Latimer asked if it would not be possible to go higher than 400 GT, 
because of the lower slow neutron flux in the secondary target. Pitzer said 
this sh0uld be possible because Hanford is probably going to run as high as 
600 GT in the near future .. 

Van Atta said that about 5 ·.tons of thorium will be required in the primary 
target., Pitzer said that u233 has been processed on a specialty basis at 
Oak Ridge. He said if we get into the business of making ·large amounts of 
u233 a plant for its extraction should be set ·11p somewhere and the Mark II site 
would be a probable location for such a plant~ He added that u233 is also 
a very likely principal product of the Mark II machine~ 

Hildebrand asked if it were not true that u233 production is something 
which must be j~stified on its own merits and not tied back as part of the 
basic proposal~ Pitzer agreed and added that in our presentation of the 
various alternatives it is clear that if one makes plutonium the construc
tion of a processing plant will be required~ the cost of which will be an 
additional to the basic proposaL It is clearly implied that if one makes 
u233 as a' primary product the cost of its processing will likewise have to be 
considered as an addition to the cost of the basic proposal., If, however, 
u233 is produced only in the· primary target, then presumably one could ship 
the primary target to some other location for processing. Van Atta said that 
the use of thorium carries with it the necessity of processing. thorium metal 
and it is assumed that the expense of this will be carried by the MTA budgeta 
Van Atta concluded by stating that the above items are the. primary cause of 
the increas in cost beyon(l the estimates contained in the Mark II feasibil-
ity report of August 1950~ · 

Van Atta said that we ha~e a.lwa;rs been talking about a target output of one 
gram of neutrons per day~ Our initial predictions of neutron yields were 
based upon an ideal uranium target--that is, on the basis of using a solid 
slab of uranium of thickness up to 12 incmes and with no cooling. We have 
similarly been considering the acceleration of a 0~1 ampere beam of 350-Mev 
energy. The use of a target of practical engineering design: will. probably 
produce approximately SO% of the neutron yield of the idealll.I'anium target. 
This means that the production of one gram of neutrons per day from 
present targets will require the acceleration of 125 milliamps rather than 
100 milliamps~ Alvarez said that the Mark II- beam current has been increased 
to 125 milliamps~ Pitzer pointed out that the reliability of the figure 
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upon whieh t,he neutron yields are estimated are only good to approximately 
20%4 Lawren~e said that this machine will be built to produce either one 
gram of neutrons per day or a lOO=milli~p beam and that if and when 
su~cessful operation is attained we wil-l undoubtedly desire to provide 
additional os·cillators and increase the beam euiTent as much as feasibleo 
Van Atta said that a cost of some millions of dollars is involved in the 
decision as to whether or not to plan now to increase the beam current of 
the base machine to insure the production of one gram of free neutrons per 
dayo Brobeck said there is one other point connected with this=~the design 
of such a plant for optimum behavior invariably seems to require the expendi~ 
ture of more funds than the original estimate~ The question presents itself 
as to whether we should strive for, the optimum design, even though it does 
keep running the cost up; Lawrence said this is to b~ the first plant to 
prove the feasibility of the process and therefore it cannot have all of the 
design features optimized.· Hildebrand said that there are some things one 
optimizes to get an economic optimum and there are other things one does to 
insure satisfactory operation~ One must do everything that appears neces
sary to insure operc>.tl.on of the maeh~ne: This is different from spending 
a few dollars now to gain an economic advantage in. future years. Lawrence 
said that one cannot attack this problem in general terms but mmt consider 
each item of expenditure on its own merits.' Longacre said that necessary 
effort should·be expended to insure that the beam does:not strike the drift 
tube surfaces~' This will require a slight increase in magnet focusing power, 

Brobeck asked if' it would be advisable to reduce the length of the tank by 
20'JL Lawrence said it l"lould not be.9 sin~C~e there would be nothing gained by 
this reduction in length because the additional cost of the longer tank pays 
ott rather quickly. Pitzer asked y,rh8lt is· the pay=out time of the additional 
expense involved in lengthening the tank~ Hildebrand said the cost figures 
are approxi~te but the time required is somewhere in the range of two to 
se'lren years, This is on the basis of divorcing the change in tank length 
from all other changes to the machine,· Additional expense is required for 
construction of the longer tank and for the increase in vacuum equipment 
but there is an offsetting saving in power equipment and a reduced_ expense
for power costs; Increasing t,he tank length from 750 to 1500 feet costs 
about 6 million dollars net; that is~ tl}e in ere as e in the length costs 
about 10 million dollars and about 4 mil. lion dollars· is.·saved by virtue of 
the reduced requirement for povter· equipment~· Lawrenoe said that these 
figures are on the basis of the present requirement for vacuum pumps and 
if our present studies on pumping schemes reduces the requirements for 
va·t:luum pumps this figure_ may change significantly; 

Pitzer asked how much the magnet focusing pbwer is increased ~ doubling 
the tank length4 Panofsky said it costs less for the longer tank and 
present estimates are for about 4 megawatts for the 1500 foot tank, He 
said it ~osts less because for a given focusing action the electric field 
scales with the magnetic f~eld so the magneti~ field required diminishes 
with the electric field and the power per unit length of the magnet varies 
as the square of H, The length of the tank only enters linearly so there is 
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a net reduotion in magnet focusing power required .. As a firstapproximation 
it may be said that one saves magnet focus_ing power at the same rate that 
one saves rf power in changing the tank length .. Hildebrand said that this 
argument is valid as far as magn·~t focusing power is concerned but that the 
capital cost of the drift tubes will be ·considerably more for the longer 
machine but this item is included in the 6 million dollar net increase in 
cost mentioned above: - . 

Brobeck said that i{ the length of the tank- is reduced its diameter may be 
reduced also and by so doing one might reduce the total volume of the cavity 
by a factor of two; Alvarez said that doing this .we encounter numerous prob
lems because of the necessity of changing the dimensions of the aperture .. 
Lawrence said that it is necessary to recognize thB.t the cost of the accel- _ 
erator itself is going to be a small part of the cost of the entire project .. 
The target area will cost more than the accelerator itself.. The product is 
so valuable that we must not compromise and attempt to save a few million 
dollars' at the risk of jeopardizing the successful operation of the machine .. 

- Pitzer said it would be proper to consider a short amortization period for 
the first machine and that if it becomes desirable to construct additional 
machines they can be optimized and be amortized over a longer period .. 
Brobeck said that the entire project appears now to cost in excess of 100 
million dollars .. 

Hildebrand said they have been considering tying the cost of the entire 
project to a published price index so that our costs will be tied back to a 
given date~ This will serve to distinguish those increases in costs which 
are due to the general rise in prices; If this is done and we -stay with the 
100 milliamp beam then the principal change in the cost is due to the 
additional cost of the longer tank which is required for assurance of opera
tion.. The escalation in'general prices would be taken out as an item over 
which we haye no control~ The costs of recovery of the u2.3.3 :~ if this is to _ 
be the major product:~ shquld be justified on its own merits and not tied back 
to the original proposal.. Davis said that i£ all items not envisioned in 
the original proposal 1 and which are not necessary to the accomplishment 
of the original objective:~ are deleted tl:len the cost of tre project comes 
down rather close to 100 million dollars., This would eliminate a lot of 
the money which would have beeh I'equired to ;carry out the suggestion made 
during the past week to make the whole machine 25% bigger., 

Van Atta pointed out that u2.33 recovery from the primary target does nat 
have tc be carried out as soon as target replacement is neces~ary, since the 
primary target could be stored indefinitely before processing.. Davis said 
that this is even more true of the secondary target which will have a 
normal operating life of a year or two; Powell asked if the basic philoso
phy were not as was stated--namely9 that the objective is to get a workable 
base machine constructed and examine later the purpose to which it is to be 
put.. One wants to prove the feasibility of the process with the smallest 
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number of frills~ Hildebrand said that only two things have been done~ and 
these have been generally agreed upon--namely9 to chang~ the original pro
posal by going to 12 mega.cycles and to a 150Q.;,foot ~ank; Both of these are 
alternatives discussed in the August 1950 feasibility report., Lawrence said 
if Mark II operates satisfactorily we can load it down with a 125- to 150-
m.i.lliamp beam or even run at CW to increase its output., 

Alva.re~ stated that the original preference for- the use of a linear accelera.
tC~ll" instead of a cyclotron as a neutron producer was the ability to physically 
separate the target from the a6celerator,; He then proposed that a deflecting 
magnet be used to bend the beam. through about 30° so that neutrons diffusing 
back from the target can be prevented from entering and activating the accel
erator~ The cost of such a magnet has been estimated by Brobeck to be 
approximately 2 million dollars., Van Atta said that such a magnet would be 
advantageous from the standpoint of target design by permitting the beam 
for the accelerator to be switch~d over to a new target without the necessity 
of physically moving the old one., Hildebrand suggested that sufficient space 
be left in the design for suoo a. magnet but that a decision on its use be 
postponed. Alvarez said there are two reasons for building the magnet 9 / the 
first of which is to minimize the radiation field within the accelerator ani 
t.he one just suggested by Van Atta of changing the beam. from one target to
another~ The reduction of the radiation in the accelerator is the most impor
tant of these reasons~ especially in the first machine 9 because it will 
greatly simplify access to. the interior ofthe accelerator for necessary 
~hanges and adjustments to the drift tubes~ 

Panofsky commented on spreading out the beam m ing a frlng).ng magnetic field., 
He said what is required is to reduce the ratio of peak to average intens:lt y 

_ of the beam; :This would require a lens of high aberration to diffuse the 
center of the b~am.; Spreading out the beam by a fringing field reduces 
both the peak intensity and the average intensity but does not reduce their 
ratio~ 

Cope asked ·whether it were possible now to visualize the target arrangement 
using a tank of the present diameter and a deflecting magnet to switch the 
beam between two alternative targets to say if such an arrangement could be 
built1 in a sps.ce 750 feet wide 9 this being widest spot in the canyon at 
Weldon Spring which is being considered for construction of the accelerator .. 
The consensus was that this would be ample room: Brobeck added that the use 
of a deflecting magnet would probably make it considerably easier to improve 
the target .. 

Panofsky said that Moyer is estimating shielding requirements for· the acceler
ator on the basis of various beam loads and assuming X=ray intensity based 
on experience with the B=l cavity~ The shielding will then be designed on 
the least conservat-ive basis and the shielding fourrlation will be provided 
for the most conservative case~ After this estimate has been completed it 
will be possible to determine how much of the shielding might be eliminated 
by the use of the deflecting magnet~ 
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Brobeck said the suggestion has been made that it might be advisable to start 
operation on Mark II by running CW without increasing the average beam~ 
Panofsky said this recommendation was partly influenced by consideration given 
in the past week to increasing the beam to 125 milliamperes which with. the 
increased len~h of the tank res~ts in a higher ratio of b~am loading 
to total power,. This increase in beam load does two things~ first 9 it 
changes the control problem on the power system appreci~bly and~ secondly~ 
the economics of CW versus·pulsed operation are shifted~ It now appears 
possible to obtain a ratio of beam loading to skin losses of 4 to 1~ If one 
therefore were to run Marl< II ·cw without increasing the· average beam this 
ratio would be approximately 1 to 1; If one maintains the same average beam 
output but ~hanges operation from pulsed to CW then the power costs increase 
by 1 .. 7 million dollars per year: Panofsky pointed out that one section of 
the power station will supply only this load so that voltage control can be 
fed back to the power station and eliminate the need of MG sets to cushion 
load variations; They have therefore been wondering whether or not this scheme 
would pay itself out on the basis of a 10-year amortization~ 

Pitzer said he considered a lO=year amortization to be incorrect~ If one can 
show a saving ori the basis of a 1- or 2-year amortization it should be doneQ 
Pitzer asked If Mark I were run on protons at 15 million volts~-that is~ 
at 1/2 the voltage gradient....~is there enough power equipment now installed 
so that it could be run CW with only relatively minor modifications compared 
to the modifications necessary to run it CW at 30 million volts? Alvarez 
said the tank would use 1/4 as much skin power at half. the normal voltage 
gradient so enough power is available~ Pitzer thought that this use of CW 
with the lower average beam offered enough advantages to warrant its being 
carried as an alternative scheme at the present time~ 

Panofsky asked whether it would not be possible to go back to a uranium 
primary target in Mark II if the machine is run CW.. In this case thermal 

, cycling wotud arise only from the precession of the beam and this could be 
made very rapid., Van Atta said it would be wiser to start with thorium in 
the primary target as an additional safety factor and try working back to · 
uranium a.t a later date .. · Pitzer also felt it would be best to stay with 
thorium for the first production machine for insurance against target fail
ure and to stimulate large-seale thorium. production; Van Atta said the 
fii~st target should be made of thori\llh but so designed as to permit experi
mental uranium assemblies to be inserted for test purposeso 

Pitzer said that the present status with regard to the Weldon Spring site 
is that the army has agreed that we may use the site. Th~ Army will retain 
title to it for the present.. There is a. TNT plant on the property but it 
has been very largely cannibalized and is probably one of the last in the 
countr,r which would be r~activated; There is a lot of water processing 
equipment available; Powell said he was there last week and that the 
general location9 the terrain 9 etc .. 9 are ideal as a site for this project~ 
They think that the machine can be built in one of the valleys on the siteo 
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This will offer the advantage of co,ncealment and the,y are far-removed from 
the manufacturing area on the site; In add.!1:,ion to these advantages of the 
site there'·is an excellent power company to"d~al with; Hansen added that 
there will be a good labor supply in the area; 

Cope sketched the Weldon Spring site on the board and indicated locations of 
existing facilities and tentative recomm~ndations Jo_r. the loca'f;.i_on of the 
ac~elerator and its assoclated equipment,; 

Brobeck said that besides meetings like the present onel' Which will be held 
on alternate Tuesdays~ there will also .. be meetings to discuss accelerator 
technical problems and targ.et prqblems.. The meeting of the target group 
will be each Monday at 10~ 00 a~m~ and Ken Davis will be in charge of this 
meeting.. There will be a meeting on accelerator proplems each Th~rsday at 
1~30 p .. m. which will be in charge of Alex Hildebrand; Hildebrand said that 
the accelerator meetings would be held weekly and that electrical problems 
would be discussed one week am. mechanical problems the next~ 

Alvarez said that Los Alamos has experimental evidence to the effect that a 
4-million-volt proton upon hitting a copper surface knocks out 50 electrons .. 
We find tp.is difficult to believe but will undertake a verification of it 
immediately using the Van de Graaff generator~ He said that in the low 
energy end of Mark II as much as 10 milliamps of beam will be lost to copper 
surfaces at each gap and that if electron multiplication of this magnitude 
occurs we will have a serious problem of electron loading~ 




